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All roads lead to Aker Brygge, a commercial centre in Oslo for almost 25 years. 
However, meeting the future for Aker Brygge required a reurbanizing step-change 
on several levels.  

Our ‘compact’ strategy addressed the center’s inefficient multi-levels of 
commercial space and few main entrances, reorganizing all trade functions to 
the ground floor, and reorienting circulation primarily outward by providing retail 
locations direct entrances towards the main pedestrian street.  Private office and 
residential programs were all moved to upper floors serviced by private lobbies 
located on the quieter side streets. These functions are all connected through a 
diagonal cut – a new internal shopping street – that created more street frontage 
for retailers and more daylight for offices.  

By employing specific strategies to address diverse programs, the new Aker 
Brygge has attracted quality tenants in finance, retail, and the restaurant industry. 
The number of purchases has increased by 40% since the renovation.

Areal: 137 000 m2 (1,500,000 sf)
Client: Norwegian Property ASA
Year: completed 2015
Consultants: : Norconsult, Rambøll Norge, 
Energima, Ingenius Oslo, 3D akustikk, Oslo 
El prosjektering, F-Holm, Bleed, Sundt & 
Thomassen
Program: Commercial and Office 
redevelopment strategy

AKER BRYGGE
MASTERPLAN

OSLO

Verkstedhallene is the first stage of the Aker Brygge Master plan. It was built in 
the late 1800’s as of of the main industrial buldings fo the Oslo Harbour, where 
parts for ships were built. The building went through several expansions and 
transformations in the 40’s, 80’s and early 2000, filling all the interior of the old 
industrial halls.

Our project reorganizes the program, pushing the shopping to the ground level and 
exteriorizing the shops in order to activate the streets and performs a series of
substraction operations in the existing interior structure, allowing the light and the 
views to enetr the office floors and creating common areas between tenants. The
clean-cut is a public covered shopping street that crosses the building and Aker 
Brygge connecting it to the city.

The project separates the building in 4 main elements: the Container (existing 
facade) that is freed from all the add-on elements from the 1980’s. The Wrap is 
created by substracting elements from the existing structure generating a 3D 
common area that multiplies light and views into the building. The Structure and 
the Core (Kjerne) that contains most of the office space and dark spaces.

AKER BRYGGE 
VERKSTEDHALLEN

OSLO

Areal: 29 000 m2
Client: Norwegian Property ASA
Year: completed 2014
Consultants: : Multiconsult, Foyn Consult, 
AJL, Erichsen & Horgen, Brekke & Strand 
Program: Commercial and office building 
renovation (industrial building of historic 
value) 

Task: Adpative reuse of an industrial 
building of historic value. 

AKER BRYGGE : VERKSTEDHALLENE

Verkstedhallene is the first stage of the Aker Brygge Master plan. It was built in the late 1800’s as of of the main industrial buldings fo the Oslo Harbour, where parts for
ships were built. The building went through several expansions and transformations in the 40’s, 80’s and early 2000, filling all the interior of the old industrial halls.

Our project reorganizes the program, pushing the shopping to the ground level and exteriorizing the shops in order to activate the streets and performs a series of
substraction operations in the existing interior structure, allowing the light and the views to enetr the office floors and creating common areas between tenants. The
clean-cut is a public covered shopping street that crosses the building and Aker Brygge connecting it to the city.

The project separates the building in 4 main elements: the Container (existing facade) that is freed from all the add-on elements from the 1980’s. The Wrap is created
by substracting elements from the existing structure generating a 3D common area that multiplies light and views into the building. The Structure and the Core (Kjerne)
that contains most of the office space and dark spaces.

Container

Struktur

Kjerne

WrapAtrium

Location:Aker Brygge, Oslo  Size: 30 000 m2 Program: Shopping, offices and galleries Client: NPRO Budget: XXmill€ Design: Space Group Completion: December 2013

SPACEGROUP



The best visioning processes are robust: impervious to political shifts in 
popular opinion. A successful initiative identifies the long term goals in urban 
development that are only achievable through collaborative, sustained efforts 
and partnerships across political divides, individual administrations and 
specific community agendas. Vision Louisville focuses on the built environment 
- infrastructure, streets, transportation, architecture - but all these things are
manifestations of a culture, its values and priorities. The built environment can
inspire actions, attitudes and opportunities.

Visioning demands the flexibility of organic, iterative growth as well as community 
involvement and participation. This initiative sets forth a compelling image of 
the future: a list of assets, goals and values to guide the process and ground the 
aspirations to ensure achievable results. Assets and values paint a picture of a 
unique, authentic Louisville. These ideas unify Louisvillians. Goals, by contrast, 
are clearly articulated ideas important for the city to cultivate in order to create 
the best possible future for the city. Some of these goals are idealistic, while 
others are measurable. Goals areunifying. And perhaps more importantly, goals 
can be achieved by a wide range of creative solutions, allowing consensus 
building and participation.

Areal: 1000km2
Client: Metro Department of Economic 
Growth and Innovation
Year: 2013
Consultants: :David Langdon/AECOM /2x4
Program: Regional Vision plan for next 25 
years

VISION 
LOUISVILLE

KENTUCKY

By identifying the right goals for a city, projects define themselves.
Vision Louisville has identified 7 long-term goals for the next 25 years as 
well as 33 catalytic projects for achieving these goals.

Implementing a just-in-time process will allow Louisville to determine 
the effectiveness and potential of long-term efforts, encourage the 
broad-based community participation and mobilize the collaboration 
and partnerships necessary to realize significant transformation.
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DOWNTOWN MARKET

ELDERCARE FACILITIES

NET ZERO COMMUNITIES

WATERFRONT HOUSING

RIVERSIDE SWIMMING LAKE

PUBLIC TRANSPORT

Livable Louisville Projects
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100,000 New Households
In planning innovative housing for 100,000 new units,
alternative density forms will be explored to activate 
neighborhoods and prevent sprawl.

Life-Long Wellness Communities
With an aging population, Louisville must consider 
alternative living options and healthcare facilities on 
the neighborhood scale.

Downtown Market
A downtown market will create a forum for the 
development of new culinary arts, the exchange of
ideas, alternative energy resources and the products 
of urban farming.

Portland Swimming Lake
A large man-made swimming lake near Portland 
can offer both the surrounding communities a 
recreational attraction and combat Louisville’s 
stormwater problem.

Net Zero Communities
If Louisville begins to implement energy neutral 
developments and communities, it can jump-start 
a better Louisville building standard and a more 
sustainable, healthy city now.

Waterfront Housing
Waterfront housing is a great opportunity to explore 
adaptive re-use as an active sustainable planning tool 
for the future.

$

$

Public Transportation
An accessible and comprehensive public 
transportation system will increase connectivity 
between neighborhood centers and ease the 
increasing transportation demands on Louisville’s 
infrastructure systems.

Reinvigorate and Restore Neighborhoods
Foster sustainability, increase economic opportunity 
and stabilize property values by investing in neigh-
borhoods to support existing residents and attract 
new ones.

$Living
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Passenger exchange terminals are vital 
organs in urban centers. They relieve 
traffic congestion, inspire personal in-
teraction, stimulate economic growth,
and reduce pollution in city centers.
Six inter-modal exchange hubs are pro-
posed by the Connectivity Focus Team.

The most innovative public transportation sys-
tems are flexible and allow for a variety of solu-
tions. Mass transportation needs to be reliable, 
multi-faceted and pervasive to support the nec-
essary scale and expanse of the Louisville Metro 
area. The agenda: Put people first; pedestrians, 
cycling and mass transit before cars. This vision 
can start small and grow into a new paradigm 
for the city. With a progressive, scalable strategy, 
change is incremental, change happens almost 
imperceptibly until it becomes the norm. 

Louisville’s new multi-modal hubs can rely on 
a mixture of public transportation options on a 
regional and local scale. Modal exchanges in the 
form of “Park and Rides” have been successfully  
integrated in urban centers all over the coun-
try. The public is able to drive a short distance 
from suburban homes to these terminals and 
choose between a variety of public transporta-
tion options.  In Louisville, existing rail lines 
can be converted or double-used as passenger 
rail connections to the nearby urban centers 
of Lexington, Frankfort, Cincinnati, St. Louis, 
Chicago, Nashville and beyond, to support the 
city as a regionally connected urban center.  City 
“quick connect” bus routes (or an eventual light 
rail system) can shuttle people from one district 
to another via modal exchanges. Local “Bike 
Share” programs then allow people to move very 
quickly within Louisville’s many centers. These 
transportation methods are integrated at modal 
exchange centers.

Multiple options exist for implementation. High 
capacity transportation system (BRT Bus Rapid 
Transit) is built with minimal infrastructure in 
a short period of time. The system consists of 
dedicated corridors for articulated buses; the 
stations are connected to a new bicycle network. 

PERCENTAGE TRAFFIC SPLITS
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Can the Modal Split in Louisville Evolve?
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Transportation
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WATERFRONT RECREATION

COMPLETE THE LOUISVILLE LOOP

ACTIVITY CENTERS

100 MILE MEAL/100 EDIBLE ACRES

$

$

Healthy Louisville Projects
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Neighborhood Activity Hubs
Activity centers lead to safe neighborhoods, life-long 
learning and active lifestyles.

100 Years Active
With an aging population, Louisville must provide 
long-term healthy lifestyle options and living facilities 
including a ‘Healthy by Design’ initiative.

Completing the Louisville Loop
Completing the Louisville Loop and increasing its 
accessibility demonstrates commitment to increase 
healthy lifestyle options for all.

100 Mile Meal / 100 Edible Acres
Roll out a green carpet for the Louisville 100-
Mile Meal challenge and plant 100 edible acres,
promoting locally-grown produce and reducing 
distribution waste.

Waterfront Recreational Corridor
Louisville’s waterfront links quality of life and culture.
It enhances the city’s livability and economy vitality.

Health
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RE-IMAGINED FLOOD WALL

IDEA LAB (OLD MARINE HOSPITAL)

PUBLIC ARTS POP-UP

LEARNING LOTS SITES
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Cultural Pass for Children
A free cultural pass for children sets the stage for 
life-long learning.

Public Arts Pop-Ups
Public art should be accessible to all communities.
Creating pop-up public art installations in various 
sites in the Metro area can increase awareness and 
participation.

Idea Lab
A new Idea Lab in West Louisville will cultivate 
substantive programs for life-long learning,
professional development and mentorship.

Re-Imagined Flood Wall
Transform Louisville’s flood wall into a source of
public pride and a cultural destination.

Learning Lots
Transform surface parking lots into public programs,
public arts sites and educational installations.

Creative Louisville Projects

Creativity
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ENVISION LOUISVILLE
CONNECTED, CREATIVE,
COMPETITIVE AND
COMPASSIONATE.
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Vision in Action

The best visioning processes are robust: 
impervious to political shifts in popular 
opinion. A successful initiative identifies the 
long term goals in urban development that 
are only achievable through collaborative,
sustained efforts and partnerships across 
political divides, individual administrations 
and specific community agendas.

At the center of any visioning process is people. 
A vision is about creating more opportunity, 
more security, more quality of life, more 
connections, more possibility. Vision Louisville 
focuses on the built environment—infrastruc-
ture, transportation, streets, architecture—but 
all these things are manifestations of a culture, 

its values and priorities. The built environment 
can inspire actions, attitudes and opportunities.

Visioning demands flexible and continuous  
community involvement and participation. The 
initiative sets forth a compelling image of the 
future: a list of assets, goals and values to guide 
the process and ground the aspirations to ensure 
achievable results.  Encouraging broad-based 
community participation mobilizes the 
collaboration and partnerships necessary to 
realize significant transformation.

THE VISION LOUISVILLE INITIATIVE IS A
COROLLARY TO THE GREATER LOUISVILLE 
PROJECT, WORKING TO BUILD A QUALITY
OF PLACE CITY; SUPPORTING TWENTY-FIRST
CENTURY JOBS, HEALTHY LIFESTYLES AND 
LIFE LONG LEARNING.



Space Group developed a masterplan for Helsingborg harbour and former 
industrial areas. Full urban programming including: new ferry- bus-, and train 
terminal, University Campus, market, museum, parks, waterfront promenade 
and new infrastructure design.

Helsingborg is one of the last cities in northern Europe to transform its 
waterfront.  This tardiness gives us the virtue of hindsight.  We have seen 
the dockyard developments of Europe look increasingly similar, largely due 
to a developer-driven market.  Competition between cities has ironically only 
strengthened this trend, a by-product of oppositional theory.  A step-change 
needs to occur with Helsingborg.  

The enormity of port infrastructure quarters the city into semi-urbanized 
islands, often devoid of open space, or rather filled with space left open.  We 
know the Harbor is not interested in compressing.  We asked them.

Our project rather investigates the possibilities for doing so spatially and 
economically. 

Areal: 1,5 Km2 
Client: City of Helsinborg, Sweden
Year: 2013
Status: Competition entry. Settled
Consultants: : Norsam AS, Scandinavian 
Design Group, Civitas AS, Skanska
Program: Urban planing and waterfront 
transformation

H+ MASTERPLAN HELSINBORG
H+ MASTERPLAN

Space Group developed a masterplan for Helsingborg harbour and former industrial areas. Full urban programming including: new ferry- bus-, and train terminal,
University Campus, market, museum, parks, waterfront promenade and new infrastructure design.

An open stage is, and has always been, a place which exibits what a human is, what we do, what we are capable of - openly and together. Helsingborg scenography
on top of the natural plateau offers a tangible staging of the city. The H+ area fulfills the feeling of space when you walk the streets. Space and water together grant
us with vitality and life giving scenery and resources for growth. We define H + as an open stage for creativity, interaction and meetings.

Location: Helsingborg, Sweden Size: 1.500.000m2  Program: Urban plan  Client: City of Helsingborg, Sweden Status: Competition entry. Settled Design: Space Group

3 Bands: Park extension, Campus and river

MADLA REVHEIM STAVANGER

Commissioned to develop a model of sustainable growth that treats 
development principles, transportation systems, and built structures as parts 
of a whole, the team proposed to concentrate 4,000 housing units on the edge 
of the 780 acre site.  This preserved the heart of the development for open, 
green space, public programs and athletic facilities. 

Identifying two clearly defined zones – a green zone and an urban zone – 
allows for concentrated development along the perimeter of the site in order 
to realize the collective quality of a large scale common space, a recognizable 
quality at the heart of the development: Madla’s Green.

The development avoids the equal distribution of program and uses ‘green’ 
and ‘urban’ to strengthen each other in a symbiotic manner. It answers to the 
site conditions that define an ideal zone for housing on the perimeter and the 
development of an open green area in the central area. This allows for the 
development of a unique character that combines the inserted urban qualities 
with the existing rural qualities

Areal: 3,2 Km2 
Client: Stavanger Kommune
Year: 2013
Status: Competition entry. Settled
Consultants: : Norconsult
Program: Urban planing, 4000housing 
units

SPACEGROUP



The original industrial building dating back to the the 18th century has rich 
history of uses. Part of the building burned down in the 1980ies. The project while 
preserving the historic inserts a completely new architecture inside the shell of 
the old. The two correlates while both being clearly architecturally defined. 

The program is organized around a main void that brings light from the glass roof 
into the deep section of the building. The building is planned in both plan and 
section as one large open space. The architectural solution opens for in order 
to make an efficient use of the energy and ventilation, reducing consumption 
and minimizing minimizes the need or use of ventilation technical installations 
that can prove ducts that are difficult to integrate into historical buildings. The 
program is organized according to the best use of light, so the cinema halls are 
in the bottom, the sound studios in the ground level and the offices and meeting 
rooms at the top. While being very specific, the openness of the space also allows 
a future re use of the building for other porpouses.

Areal: 6000m2 (65,000sf)
Client: Signal Mediahus AS
Year: completed 2014
Consultants: : Norconsult, Rambøll Norge, 
Energima, Ingenius Oslo, 3D akustikk, Oslo 
El prosjektering, F-Holm, Bleed, Sundt & 
Thomassen
Program: Offices, artist studios, exhibition 
space, sound and image studios, cinema, 
kindergarten.

Components: Signal Mediahus, Office for Contemporary Art and Kindergarten
Type: Adaptive Reuse, Renovation of existing 18th century factory building, 
Exhibition Gallery, Library, Auditorium, Offices and Artist Studios

NEDRE GATE / OFFICE FOR 
CONTEMPORARY ART (OCA)

OSLO

2 3

Første premie i en begrenset arkitektkonkurranse for nytt kollektivknutepunkt
og havneterminal og offentlige rom. Prostneset havneterminal som inkluderer
hurtigruta, hurtigbåt, bussterminal, kontor, kommersielle funksjoner. Åpnet juni2018. En 
ny organisering av kollektivterminalen i flere bygg som skaper en serie nye mellomrom/
byrom for møter og opphold. Høy kompleksitet med utfordrende samspill mellom 
logistikkfunksjoner og ulike brukergrupper. Målet har vær å utløse mer synergi mellom 
de reisende og byen og at området blir en destinasjon i byen også for de som ikke skal 
ut å reise.

Areal: 14000m2
Tid: 2003 - 2018
Oppdragsgiver: Tromsø Havn
Kontraktsverdi:  13 millioner

Kontakt: 
Halvar Pettersen, havnedirektør
Tlf.: 95 05 83 25
hpe@tromso.havn.no

Spesifikke kompetanseområder: arealplanlegging, byutvikling og plan for byrorm 
(VPOR), trafikk og logistikkplanlegging, områderegulering av havn med ISPS-område. 
Prosjektet er gjennomført som en totalentreprise med samspil 

PROSTNESET TERMINAL TROMSØPROSTNESET FERRY 
TERMINAL

TROMSØ

First prize in a limited architectural competition for a new public junction and 
harbour terminal and public spaces. Prostneset port terminal which includes 
speedboat, express boat, bus terminal, office, commercial functions opened 
June 2018. 

A new organization of the public terminal in several buildings that creates a 
series of new spaces/city spaces for meetings and stays. High complexity with 
challenging interaction between logistics functions and different user groups. 
The aim is to trigger more synergy between the travellers and the city and that 
the area becomes a destination in the city also for those who are not going 
out.

Areal: 14000 m2 
Client: Tromsø Havn
Year: 2003-2018
Status: Competition and execution
Consultants: : Norconsult
Program: Bus and Ferry terminal 
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